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1,0 INTRODUCTION
The early development phase of the Space Shuttle Main Engine (SSME) was
plagued by a number of problems in which components failed virtually without
warning. Frequently, these components were in one of the two high pressure tur-
bopumps which are a part of each engine. Turbopumps, like any rotating machi-
nery with high speed,, light weight rotors have historically been subject tc
vibration problems that occasionally lead to fires and even violent destruction
of the hardware. Because of the extreme complexity of turbopump dynamic beha-
vior, the process of gaining a thorough understanding of the causes has been
difficult. Testing the elaborate hardware of the SSME has also been difficult
and extremely expensive.
The analysis of the eynamics of the SSME and particularly of, the high
pressure turbopumps presents the analyst with a challenging problem.
Nevertheless, to gain an understanding of the vibration and whirl problems of
the SSME, one must develop and exercise analysis and simulation tools. The pri-
mary tools developed for this analysis consist of a nonlinear, hybrid computer
simulation and a stability model based on a linearized version of the same
equations of motion as used in the nonlinear model.
The purpose of this study effort is to continue work begun under an earlier
study contract (NAS8-34924), assisting NASA/MSFC to analyze causes and fixes to
	
„.	 vibration and subsynchronous whirl problems encountered in the SSME tur-
	
'{°	 bomachinery. Because the nonlinear and linearized models of the turbopumps play
	
e	
such an important role in the analysis process, the main emphasis of our work
has been concentrated on the verification and improvement of these tools. It
i
has been the goal of our work to validate the equations of motion used in the







the linear stability model and the hybrid model predict consistent behavior in
the regimes where they should. Several tasks were identified at the outset of
this study: 1. Verification of the SSME rotordynamics simulation and the de-
velopment of enhancements. 2. Assistance i n the review and identification of
potential mechanisms of subsynchronous whirl and the development and verifica-
tion of fixes. The primary whirl mechanisms were identified under the earlier
effort and since an investigation of fixes must await a fully verified simula-
tion, the primary effort of this study was devoted to the first task.
The thorough checkout of the simulation has been accomplished and a few
minor discrepancies have been discovered.
	 These will be explained i n detail
within this report with recommendations made for their correction and an
assessment of their impact upon previous results.
	 A filtering technique has
been developed to enhance the speed it which results from the simulation can be
analyzed for frequency content of the signals. Its development and results will





During this study our efforts were concentrated on verifying the SSME rotor
dynamics hybrid simulation and confirming that the linear results agree with
those of the linear stability model derived from the same set of equations. The
outputs of the linear stability model are eigenvalues and eigenvectors. The
eigenvalues reveal the stability properties and the vibration frequencies that
will be present in the response of the linearized system.
	 The eigenvalues
should approximate the nonlinear responses as well. The eigenvectors represent
the normalized amplitudes of motion at the frequency of the corresponding eigen-
value. Both e4genvalues and eigenvectors are functions of all the model parame-
ters.	 The system response is a superposition of all the eigenvectors at
amplitudes determined by initial conditions and the disturbances acting on the
system.
Our verification method consists of making a detailed audit of the simula-
tion code and comparison with the derived equations of motion and of matching
frequencies and damping ratios between comparable cases run on the hybrid simu-
lation and the linear stability model. 	 Agreement between model results over
wide variations of each of the system parameters gives us a very high confidence
level (approximately 99%) that the two models agree both in implementation of
the model equations and incorporation of an extensive data set.
Our primary verification technique is to make the hybrid simulation linear
by eliminating some disturbances and setting all the nonlinearities (bearing
deadbands, sideloads, squeeze film damping, unbalance forces and internal
Coulomb friction) to zero. Then we observe the transient response. In this
configuration, the stability and response characteristics of the hybrid should
r^
	 3
duplicate the results from the stability model In frequency and decay or growth
rate of the response amplitudes.
Since responses of the linearized hybrid simulation contain multiple fre-
quencies, it is difficult to compare responses to predicted frequencies unless a
single frequency is dominant. 	 When the system is unstable the instability
amplitude grows to dominate the other responses at the characteristic frequency.
The amplitudes approach zero asymptotically in a stable case. The cross cou-
pling terms of the whirl drivers are used to set up conditions which the stabil-
ity model predicts to be unstable. The results are examined to assure that the
hybrid simulation shows the instability at the proper frequency as determined by
the whirl velocity, the proper direction of whirl, and the proper growth rate.
The force coefficients which define the force models used in the simulation
and the stability models vary with the rotor speed (PHIDX). This variation is
modeled by a polynomial curvefit relating the coefficient to a pclynomial func-
tion of PHIOX. The seals are modeled as quadratic functions of rotor speed and
In most cases only the term coming from PHIDX squared is nonzero. We studied
the cross coupling coefficients and their effects on whirl stability and com-
pared the hybrid and linear models.
The third cross coupl ing coefficients at the Alford force/turbi,ne
interstage (SQA2), hot gas (SQ12), and preburner pump (SQ22) seals; cross
r	
coupling at the impeller/diffuser interaction point (SQ32), the Alford cross
coupling multiplicative factor (BETA), and the rotor internal viscous damping
t
(TWOZETR) are the stability parameters. For convenience, in this report they
will be referred U) as SQA, SQ1, SQ2, SQ3, BETA, and ZER. Figure 1 shows the






















































u The methods we use to analyze the hybrid simulation results that are sent
to	 the strip
	 chart recorders	 are derived	 and	 illustrated	 ia	 Section	 2.1.
Section 2.2	 is	 a	 discussion of the error due to machine tolerance or operator
limitations that one can expect in the	 final
	
results.	 Investigation of discre-
pancies during	 the verification
	
process	 revealed	 data	 input	 differences	 and
simulation
	
coding errors	 that are described	 in	 Sections 2.3	 and 2.4.	 Section
2.4 also includes an error in the equations of motion that the simulation is
based on. Our study of the simulation responses indicated other problems that
are probably due to the hardware peculiarities but were not verified as such.
These responses l:.id implications are discussed in Section 2.5. Examples of hy-
brid simulation and stability model results are in Appendix B.
k
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2.1 DATA ANALYSIS METHODS
Our analysis of hybrid simulation results concentrates mainly on two para-
meters: the primary response frequency (omega) and the damping coefficient of
the response amplitudes (Alpha). Omega is derived from simulation variables VWP
and VWT (pump and turbine end whirl orbit angular velocities) which are output
to strip chart recorder channels 23 and '214.	 Alpha is calculated from rotor
displacements in either the Y or the Z direction. We chose displacements at the
Alford Seal location (DEAY or DEAZ) because these channels (11 and 12) are the
most reliable pair in terms of pen and recorder behavior. Before any calcula-
tions are made the direction of whirl is noted. Whirl mechanisms studied in
this report are forward whirl producers; i.e. the rotor angular velocity (PHIDX)
and whirl orbit angular velocity are parallel. Any deviation would indicate a
backward whirl mechanism or a simulation error. The whirl in Figure 2a is for-
ward, and that of the last part of Figure 2b is backward.
The magnitude of the whirl orbital velocity was originally approximated
from the arithmetic mean of the maximum and minimum displacements of VWP or VWT.
Some simple calculations indicate that the geometric mean produces more accurate






































FIGURE 2 S03 RUNS; DECEMBER 1983
All recorder Channels set to 5 volts/line
VWP, VWT, and PHIOX expressed in radians/second
8
(1)
y = Ay sin (wt)
z = Az cos (wt)
Ay W cos (wt)
-Az w sin (wt)
y,z represent displacement
w =_ vibration frequency
For
Assuming an elliptical whirl orbit at steady state (Alpha small) as shown in
Figure 3 and reorienting our coordinate axis to place the ellipse semi-major
axis along z, we define:
Substituting Equations 1 into the hybrid simulation defined whirl velocity,
yi - yz
VW 2 2y + z
-Ay Az w
2	 2	 2	 2 (Wt)
Ay sin Nt) + Az cos











Combining Equations 3 and 4,
. -
TVWmax VWmi n	 (5)
If the arithmetic mean Of VWmax and VWmin is used to approximate the







1/2 ( VWmax + VWmin) = 1/2 (x + —) w
-A
where x =	 z	 (6)Ay
The geometric mean produces a better estimate of the actual whirl orbital velo-
city.
Analysis of Omega from the strip chart recorder is illustrated in Figure 4a
using VWT. The distance indicated by arrow 1 is VWmin; arrow 2 is VWmax. At
points after the transient vibrations die out (approximately point 3) measure-
mPnts of VWmin and VWmax are made in .01 inch increments.	 The values are
substituted into Equation 5 to get the whirl velocity. To minimize reading
errors, we obtain a mean Omega from between five and ten points.
The derivation of the relationship between Alpha, the damping coefficient- of
the respons s,;plitudes and those amplitudes is as follows:
We assume




y displacement in y direction
a damping coefficient
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.2 mm/sec
—	 PHIDX = -3194.5
6r
w	 4a Recorder #2, Channels 23 and 24
M
FIGURE 4 STRIP CHART RECORDS
ORIGINAL PAGE 1-9
OF Pk-;OR QUALITY
DEAY	 v/1 inc	 npZ
5 mm/sec
PHIDX = - 3194.5





Displacement peaks occur at
Y=P=e-at 	 when sin (wt -0=1.
The ratio of displacement of any peak, P1, and peak Pn, the n th peak from P1 is:
2,r n






The damping coefficient, Alpha, is defined in terms of the damping ratio,
;w
Substituting Equation 9 into Equation 8,
Pn
	














V 4,r- n` - (In Pl/Pn )
The magnitude, R, and the phase angle,
	 are calculated from their definitinns:
w
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Figure 4b is used to illustrate analysis of the damping coefficient. The
^F	
speed of recorder nl with channels 11 and 12 has been increased to .5 mm/sec and
the voltage settings set to 5 volts/line, making the peaks larger and more
distinct for easier measurements.
	 In this case the peak to peak amplitude
(indicated by arrows) is measured every tenth peak. 	 Twelve amplitudes are
measured, the last amplitude (P10) of one ratio becoming the first amplitude
(P1) of the next. Twelve ratios are calculated and substituted into Equation 12
using n=10 and Omega from Figure 4a. The mean of the twelve values is Alpha.
14
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M	 2.2 ERROR ANALYSIS
	 n3
The hybrid simulation verification process inevitably led us to a need to
a 
r	
determine "how good is good enough." Several possible sources of error in the
hybrid simulation results were identified and addressed: data reading and sub-
sequent compounded error, digital to analog conversion error, and zero drift of
the recorder. In addition, differences between the stability model and hybrid
simulation results that may be due to numerical
	
integration and the use of
single precision arithmetic were investigated.
The error margin was computed for the case labeled BETB to obtain a rough
estimate of errors generated when reading strip chart recorders and analyzing
data. The greatest possible errors for each computed variable (as defined in
Equations 5, 12, 13, 14) are listed in Table 1, columns 3 and 4. 	 Values in
C^able  1 were calculated when we were using the arithmetic mean to estimate
Omega . Consequently, some values differ from elsewhere in this report
TABLE 1 CASE "BETE" ERROR (BETA = .5)
Variable	 Mean	 +/-	 Error M	 St. Dev. W
Alpha
	
4.69	 1.33	 28.26	 16.32
Omega (RPM)	 -20095.83	 251.15	 1.25	 1.13





The errors in columns 3 and 4 include reading error (based on +.005 inches)
and compounded error in results. The standard deviations of Alpha and Omega for
BETB are listed in column 5 for comparison with the estimated error. As seen in




Consequently, the calculated standard deviations of magnitude and phase were
`-	 less than .1% in this case.
It is important to note that a displacement of .01 inches in VWP or VWT
channels used to calculate Omega, represents 1492 RPM (156.25 rad/sec) when the
recorder is set to 5 volts/line. When it is set to 2 volts/line, as in case
BETE, a .01 inches displacement represents 597 RPM (62.5 rad/sec). The width
of the pen line is approximately .01 inches as are the lines that represent mid-
point on the recorder paper. It is difficult for the evaluator to discern much
less than that. Fortunately the whirl velocity curves are characterized by bar
type appearances that facilitate easy reading. In this case pen line width does
not affect the value of the whirl velocity as greatly as the point within the
zero line from which the measurements are read. To minimize errors it is essen-
tial to calculate the mean of several readings using the midpoint of the center-
line. It is with such careful analysis that results of Table 1 were obtained.
Because Alpha is calculated from a ratio of measurements the problem of
placement of zero does not dominate the error analysis. However, we no longer
have-the simple bar like appearance of VWP or VWT. Now the width of the pen
line is more important. Again a mean value is fundamental to the reliability of
the values derived from strip chart recorder measurements.
The digital to analog conversion error was checked by sending a specified
voltage to each channel and verifying pen movement. Initially a need for reca-
libration was indicated. All data in this report (except Table 1) were taken
after recalibration and show only small differenres between results before re-
calibration. Subsequent checks indicated conversion error less than 5% on every





for absolute measurements, the channels of primary importance for verification
ji 1 runs are numbers 23 and 24 (VWP,VW1'), both of which measured less than 1% error.
No zero drift was observed on either channels 23 or 24 during the error
analysis. In later runs however, as much as .01 inches has been noticed. It is
wise to check zero drift periodically on channels carrying absolute data infor-
mation.
A simulation was developed on Control Dynamics' PDP 11/23 to isolate the
effects of the integration scheme and single precision mathematics used in the
hybrid simulation. Modal damping, stiffness and mode shapes calculated by the
stability model code are input to the digital simulation. The simulation output
is compared to stability model results run with the same modal input. Any dis-
crepancies can be credited to the mathematical methods.
t	
Figures 5a and 5b are examples of the digital simulation graphics output.
'	 figure 5a is the displacement amplitude at the Alford/Turbine Seal. Alpha anal-
2 I
ysis is exactly as explained in Section 2.1 for hybrid simulation output. Figure
5b is a cross plot of displacements at the turbine end of the rotor. To get the
frequency from this plot, it is necessary to know the time interval over which
points are plotted.	 The number of cycles are counted and the ratio,
cycles/time, converted to radians/second for direct comparison with stability
model output.
A sample of results of the PDP simulation is, listed in Table 2 along with
stability model results. The small discrepancies represent error due to inte-
gration and single precision calculations. At higher frequency whirls, such as
those seen here, larger differences are expected (see Reference, page 10).
rr
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In summary we can say that digital to analog conversion errors, zero drift,
numerical integration and single precision arithmetic contribute minimal errors
in results. The error in our estimate of Omega can be as much as 1000 to 2000
RPM at 5 volts/line or 500 to 1000 RPM at 2 volts/line. Errors in this range
can easily arise from reading charts at an angle or from zero drift. However,
the mean error for a particular value is usually much smaller because errors are
minimized by careful reading of a large data set and frequent checks of zero
drift. If results are questionable and greater accuracy is required, the opera-
F.
-tor should evaluate the sources of error to determine an error band for the par-










ORIGINAL PAGC 19	 Figure 5a Y Displacement at Alford Seal
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2.3 INPUT DATA DISCREPANCIES
In May of 1983 a new set of structural modes and frequencies for the LOX
pump housing were provided by Rocketdyne and input to the SSME turbopump hybrid
simulation. Because of the large volume of data required to specify the para-
meters of the models, it is conceivable that discrepancies between input data of
r	 hybrid and linear stability models could easily occur.	 To investigate data
input discrepancies, we made an extensive comparison between the two sets.
3	 Table 3 lists the input data discrepancies found. With the exception of
the sign of the case mode displacements, the stability model data has been
changed to match that of the simulation values listed in Table 3. Case mode
displacements used in the stability model must be the negative of those used in
the hybrid because of the different way in which they are used by these
{	 programs.	 The stability model results are different in the fourth and fifth
t	 decimal place from output generated before the changes were made.
The bearing dynamics are modeled as a piecewise linear spring with two
break points in the stiffness curve. These break points correspond to the inner
and outer deadbands (see Reference, page E-18). When the deadbands are set to
zero, the hybrid simulation code nullifies the effect of bearing deadbands. On
the stability model the parameters affected by the deadbands must be set to zero
manually when deadbands are eliminated. Consequently, KTDB, the bearing stiff-
ness between the deadbands on the stability model must be changed from its nomi-
nal value of 77,000 to zero for cases which will be compared to hybrid runs with
zero deadbands. The stability model results changed in the second decimal place
after KTDB was set to zero. All stability model results in this report were run











Case mode Y displacements

































































































A detailed inspection of the simulation code was made to uncover any
discrepancies that may have accounted for observed differences in behavior
between hybrid and stability models. Two very minor errors were discovered in
the simulation code listed in Appendix A.
	
The stiffness coefficient at the
Alford seal location (KSA) is not declared real causing it to be truncated to an
integer value. The declaration should occur at or near line 74. The relative
displacement from centerline between rotor and case with the outer deadband
removed (DPP) should be a factor in the multiplication of the deadband stiffness
coefficients according to Reference, page E-18, Equations 40. This multiplica-
tion should occur in lines 731 	 746 of the code. The truncation of KSA does not
affect results significantly. Results in this report are run with deadbands set
to zero.
Recently Mr. Steve Ryan of the MSFC Systems Dynamics Laboratory Control
Systems Division Vehicle Stability Branch discovered an error in the rotor
equations of motion involving the rotor rotational acceleration, fix. It is
necessary to rederive the rotor equations of motion to display this error. 	 The
derivation will start from the kinetic energy expression for the ith rotor ele-
ment given in Reference, page E-7.
1	 1
T i - 1 M i (X i + Y i 2 + Zi 2) + — I ai 0xi 2 + — I ti (wyi 2 + wzi2)
2	 2	 2
^i	 ^xi + ¢yi sin Uzi
¢yi cos ^xi cos Uzi + ;zi sin ^xi










To linearize the resulting system of equations, we reduce the kinetic energy to
second order equation in the assumed small quantities, Tyi, $zi, Tyi, tzi • The
resulting kinetic energy is
1	 1	 12	 2	 2
T i =	 Mi (X i + Yi + Zi ) 
+ 2 






The forces and torques acting on this body can be incorporated into the
model through the virtual work principle. The work done in a virtual displace-
ment of the body is given by
^a3 d -to 'v U+re.r cocL ^, rrouC6 (_`h
6W = (Fxidzi + Fyisy + Fzi vi ) + Txi ( %i + ^zi%i )
+ Tyi %i + Tzi 6 ^zi
	
(17)
Some discussion of these terms needs to be made here. This expression differs
from Equation 26, page E14 of Reference, in the additional term which
multiplies Txi. The extra term is carried along because we allow Txi to be
large while restricting Tyi and Tzi to be small.
The resulting equations of motion for body i are
Xi	 Fxil
	








Ia Txi = Txi
	
(18)













`r	 Since I	 //	 - T
	 we can simplify these equations somewhat b usi n g thisxi ^xi	 xi r	 P	 q	 Y	 9









.q Iai ^xi ° Txi
Iti ^yi + Iai ^xi Uzi = Ty'i
I ti Uzi _ Iai ^xi ^yi = Tzi






To derive the working equations of motion we make two further assumptions.
f . First, the rotor modal functions jij and Iij satisfy axial	 symmetry and planar
symmetry	 properties. Second,	 the	 forces	 and torques	 consist of the	 drivingN.
r,	
a torque Tx	 acting only at the turbine stages,	 the internal	 forces and torques
which	 define the rotor mode	 shapes	 I ••	 and	 ^••P	 ij	 ij, and the imbalance forces and
f	 ^






= X + Yj -Dijxtj
Yi = Y + Ii oijYgj
Zi = Z + Yj -Dijzgj
$xi = ^x + Jj Tijxgj
$yi = $y + Ej Tijyg j





















^z - Cox ro y + li z i ( Fzi + Fuzi)]/12
2	 (24)
z = $x Il $y - 1;x ro Zz - Ji x i (Fyi + Fuzi)] /I2
Iz
µ	 y=-2,RSIR gy + ^x ro^y-^x r lZZ-;x 24R	 9z
-st2 R gy + 
1, 




+ ^x ro ^z + ^x rl g y + ^x 24R 2 R gy
_Q2R 9z + 1i ^ i ( Fzi + Fuzi)
The forces Fyi and Fzi are external forces such as bearing and seal forces.
r	 Fuyi and Fuzi are forces due to rotor imbalances. All forces are calculated as
3	 derived in Reference.
In summary, the only changes to the rotor equations shown in Reference,
page E17, Equation 37, is that all the terms on the right hand side of the
equality which contained $x have been eliminated. The resulting change to simu-
lation dynamics should be minimal, since typical imbalance forces are of order
(2500) 2 (10-4 ) compared to (2500)(.001), i.e. 600 to 3. Here we have assumed






I	 typical ramp rates of 2500 radians/sec, and typical values of I1 on the order
of unity. Thus in the range of speeds of interest, the erroneous terms are less
	
ii	 than ten percent of the imbalance forces. As a consequence, we feel that the
r^
effects of these extra terms on predictions derived from the hybrid simulation
have been negligible.. We do recommend correcting the simulation at the earliest
opportunity.
After changing the input data of the stability model and taking those
errors found in the simulation code into account, we still saw discrepancies
when comparing the whirl orbital frequencies (Omega) and damping coefficients
(Alpha) predicted by the linear stability model with those observed from linear
simulation results. Good agreement of stability boundaries, Omega and Alpha was
observed when the cross coupling coefficients SQA and SQ1 are varied (Table 4,
column 1). There was also adequate agreement between the two programs for BETA
and ZER runs. However, variations in SQ2 and SQ3 were producing discrepancies
far beyond the limit  of acceptable error. The whirl frequencies of the hybrid
simulation for SQ2 = .005 was 13,10 larger than that of the stability model.
Although the frequency at which SQ3 goes unstable was closer to the predicted
value, the damping coefficient predicted by the stability model was -32.00 but
observed to be .87 on hybrid.
After a thorough investigation of the hybrid simulation and unable to fully
explain the remaining differences, we ran the stability model with the rotor
modal mass integral (GAMO), a gyroscopic cross coupling coefficient, set to the
negative of its nominal value of -.261505. This was done late in the study as a
	
q ,.
	 final attempt to understand the remaining discrepancies and verify that a pre-
viously identified correction had been made. The final report of Contract
Number NAS8-34924 written in October .1982 (Reference, Section 2.1), recommends
I r
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TABLE 4. STABILITY MODEL - HYBRID SIMULATION RESULTS
STABILITY MODEL
	
HYBRID SIMULATION	 STABILITY MODEL
GAMO = -.2615050
	
GAMO NOMINAL	 GAMO = .2615050
Parameter Value s Alpha 	 Omega
 Alpha Omega Alpha Omega
SQ1 =	 '.0022 5.61	 -2068 .52 -2011 .35 -1961
SQ2 =	 .005 .70	 -4169 5.60 -4719 4.53 -4650
SQ3 =	 .0071 -32.00	 -4179 .87 -4132 .1 -4160
SQA =	 .0019 9.09	 -2068 3.08 -2083 2.53 -1960
BETA = .5 11.03	 -2068 4.08 -2004 3.89 -1959
ZER _,	 .15 6.39	 -2070 8.49 -2003 15.02 -1958_
M
r
1. Parameter value chosen is that at which hybrid simulation goes unstable.








2. Alpha is the real part of the stability model unstable root and the damping
r
r coefficient from the hybrid.
3. Omega is the imaginary part of the stability model unstable root and the
whirl frequency from the hybrid. The values here are in rad/sec.
	x -	
that the sign in the equations using the parameter GAMO be changed. Under that
contract we had determined that the sign of the GAMO term as used in the hybrid
was opposite the sign used in the stability model. The stability model sign was
verified to be correct by comparison with the derived equations of motion. It
was later determined that the version of the simulation being used for verifica-
tion was not the same as the current version used for production runs in which
the sign of the &.MO term had been corrected. The correction was verified by
repeating our check cases with the production version of the simulation and
noting the response. At that time we concluded that the production version of
the simulation had the proper sign c," the GAMO term. The latest listing  of the
hybrid simulation code (lines 827 - 844) supports the verification checks run at
the late stages of the earlier contract. Thus, until all other possibilities
were eliminated, it did not occur to us to reexamine the sign of this term in
the current verification effort. We were surprised to see that reversing the
sign of this quantity as used in the hybrid simulation compared to the stability
model brought the SQ2 comparison cases to good agreement while maintaining or
improving agreement in all the other comparison cases.
Not only does this resolve the SQ2 frequency discrepancies to well within
accepted error values, but it also improves agreement between damping coef-
ficients, and whirl frequency values of the stability model and those of the
hybrid simulation for cross coupling at the other seals. As would be expected,
the stability model is more stable (with one exception) than the simulation when
the value of GAMO is used in the linear stability model is set to the negative
	
`	 of its proper value to agree with the hybrid model. The numerical integration
w. a
scheme used in the hybrid is expected to be somewhat less stable, but results
w











'r	 g	 Three hybrid runs were made with SQ2 = .005 to examine the simulation
response to positive and negative GAMO.	 The whirl velocities are listed in
Table 5. With the stability model results in Table 4, these runs prove convin-
cingly that GAMO is implemented with the incorrect sign in the current produc-
tion version of the hybrid simulation. It is possible this occurred when the
latest set of structural data was installed.
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During our verification efforts, we noticed several hybrid simulation pecu-
liarites. The problems were inconsistent indicating that the cause was not in
the simulation code. The most likely source is hardware although in these inci-
dents, there were no run time error messages or malfunctions noticed.
Diagnostics did not indicate any other problems. This section, therefore is
more for completeness of our report than to point out any simulation errors.
In August there arose a question concerning the sign of PHIDX, the rotor
spin angular velocity. The seal coefficients are expres- ,d as polynomial func-
tions of the shaft spin speed called PHIDX. Since PHIDX is negative for the LOX
pump the absolute value of PHIDX is used in these polynomials. The cross cou-
pl i ng coefficients should be multiplied by the negative sign of PHIDX as their
affect opposes the rotor velocity (see Reference, E-17, Equation 37). We could
not find the multiplication in our copy of the code.
As a result of the forms of the equations and the way in which the model
coefficients are calculated from PHIDX, the hybrid simulation should behave
identically except for changes in the direction of induced whirls when rotor
spin direction is reversed. Test cases run in September with all destabilizers
except SQ3 set to nominal failed to produce the symmetry in whirl velocity
magnitudes for +/- PHIDX. Testing the other parameters with +/- PHIDX produced
symmetrical whirl velocities.
	 Relative to results we were observing for SQ2
stability-hybrid comparison runs, the output was close to the outside of our
error margin so we turned our efforts to the more alarming discrepancies in SQ2
that we later found to be due to the GAMO error.
^-%	 20
s
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In late December we returned to the PHIDX sign problem. To insure proper
treatment of the cross coupling coefficients, we checked the response of the
simulation to reversed shaft speed (PHIDX) and reversed cross coupling coef-
ficients at each of the seals. 	 All destabilizers (SQ1,SQ2,SQ3,SQA,BETA, and
ZER) except the parameter of interest were set to zero in order to isolate its
effect. Four runs at an unstable coefficient value were made for each parame-
ter; +/- cross coupling coefficient and +/- PHIDX. We were looking for proper
response in direction and magnitude of the whirl velocity. The whirl velocities
responded correctly in direction for sign reversals at unstable values of
SQ1, SQ2, AND SQA. For an unstable value of SQ3 and PHIDX greater than zero the
whirl velocity did not reverse direction until it had built to amplitudes too
large to measure.
Because of the discrepancies in these results, the SQ3 test (with all other
destabilizers set to zero) was run once more in February (Figure 6). This time
the whirl velocity responded correctly in direction. Magnitude differences were
no greater than 1480 RPM. This run is the most reliable. Although our test
cases did not produce questionable results at the beginning of the September and
December sessions in which the SQ3 runs were made, other runs on those days
indicated possible hardware or system software malfunctions. These problems
that were seemingly circumvented are enough to seed doubt in those results. The
"cleanness" of the February result provides us with additional reason to disre-
gard the earlier results.
Our data indicates that the sign change in PHIDX is being treated correctly
in the calculation of the simulation parameters from the curve fitting polyno-
mials. We cannot verify this by inspection of the simulation listing but note







































FIGURE 6 SQ3 VERIFICATION RUNS;
FEBRUARY 1984




We investigated hybrid simulation repeatability in October. This was done
by rerunning several cases using identical parameters. Excellent results were
obtained for BETA and SQ3 comparisons." SQ2 results were not as good (Table
6a) .
To find the stability boundary often requires several run time inputs; the
simulation is suspended while the operator enters a new parameter value. The
parameter is changed from unstable to stable values, then to an unstable value
closer'to the boundary. The process is repeated iteratively until the stability
boundary is found without letting the system go unretrievably out of control.
What we will call "cold start" runs are those data runs not preceeded by any run
time inputs.
For cold starts the SQ2 results are within acceptable error margins (Table
6b). The data in itself does not indicate whether the problem is due to SQ2 or
hysteresis.	 Rerunning the simulation with a positive GAMO may produce more
conclusive results. From Table 4 it is evident that GAMO does not affect all
parameters to the same degree, alghough one would expect it would affect all
runs of one parameter similarly. From these results, we must assume that there
is no connecti on between earlier SQ2 hybrid vs. stability model discrepancies
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TABLE 6a COMPARISON OF WHIRL VELOCITY
Parameter	 Run Date OMEGA	 Run Date OMEGA %Dif
(RPM) (RPM)
Beta=3.0 8/30 -16644 10/19 -16664 .12
SQ3=.0071 9/6 -39458 10/20 -39515 .15
SQ2=,005 9/6 -46028 10/20 -43354 6.16
TABLE 6b COMPARISON OF VW (RPM); SQ2 = .005, COLD STARTS
11/10 11/28 11/28 Mean St.	 Dev. %

































We have developed a real time adjustable filter that is capable of
:r 
` I	filtering Y or Z displacements at any joint to find the dominant whirl fre-
quency.	 The damping coefficient can also be derived from the filter output.
The filter uses a running Fourier coefficient algorithm. The derivation of the
: 7
algorithm is included in Sec. 3.1. Section 3.2 explains the use of the program
and presents some examples. The FORTRAN Code is listed in Appendix C.
i.
3.1 FOURIER FILTER ALGORITHM
A sampled function f(t) that is periodic with a period of 	 Not can be





















Ck,n	 cos -	 and Sk i n	 sin	 (28)
N	 N













ak'Ck,l - bk'Sk , _
	 fn+1 (Ck n Ck 1 - Sk n Sk 1)
t n=0
N
fn+ 1 Ck,n+ 1 a,
n=0
= ak - fo CK , O + fn+1 Ck,n+1
N






= bk - fo Sko + fn+1 Sk,n+1
From Equation 28,
Ck,O	
1	 Ck,n+l - C1	 (31)
Sk , O = 0	 Sk,n+1 = S1
Substituting Equations 31 into Equations 30,
ak'Ck , l - bk'Sk , l = ak - fo + fn+1 Ck,l
	
(32)
ak'Sk , l + bk'Ck , l = bk + fn+1 Sk,1
Solving for ak'and bk'simultaneously,
ak' = Ck , 1 (ak - fo + fn+1 Ck,l) + SK,1 (bk,l + fn+1 Sk,l) (33)
bk 1= SK,1 (ak - fo + fn+1 Ck,l) + Ck,i, (bk,l + fn+1 Sk,l)
In Equation 33, the coefficients ak'and bk'are expressed recursively in terms of
the first and next values of f(t) in the Fourier interval, the immediately pre-
ceeding coefficients, and the cosiniL and sine of that frequency for n=1. By
graphing the coefficients or the magnitude of the two for a k value, one can
















3.2 FOURIER FILTER OPERATION
The Fortran 77 listing in Appendix C is implemented on a Hewlett Packard
9000.
	
Although we run the filter in series with our digital single precision
simulation, it is designed to accept data in parallel as a subroutine might.
There is a descriptive list of variables at the beginning of the computer
program.
From Equation 26 we define the frequency interval as the fundamental fre-
quency'(k= 1) of the input function, f(t):
2,r




For a sampling of N simulation points each separated by the simulation time step
DT,




The user selects a frequency interval (FREINT) and inputs the simulation DT. N
is calculated from Equation 35 to insure that the user's choice of filter fre-
quency (FILFRE) will be an integral multiple of Aw. Because N is an integer
and it is essential that fo is exactly N + 1 points from fn+1, Aw is recalcu-
lated within the program using Equation 35.
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Up to 4 other frequencies are chosen on each side of k' to give a frequency
band.
The program uses either simulation time, number of sampled point,, or
number of Fourier intervals to signal termination. The program will stop when
it reaches the first of these conditions. In our program we control resolution
of graphics output by changing NPTPL , the number of points per plot.
Output variable, AK, BK and RMAG are sent to a file in a format acceptable
to our' plot programs, We have found that RMAG plots are the most easily ana-
lyzed for the high freqencies we are interested in. RMAG for several frequen-
	
, 	^ cies can be sent to the analog parts of the hybrid for output to strip chart
recorders. The result is a real time frequency filter that can indicate domi-
	
{	 Want frequencies while the program is running without having to wait for tran-
	
I	 sient simulation variables to settle out. The filter frequency can be adjusted
during a run-time input.
The program filters nine frequency values; the highest coefficient magnitu-
des on the plots belong to those frequencies closest to the unstable frequency.
In this example the simulation on the PDP was run with SQ2 = .005. Figures 7
through 10 graphically represent filter output at the Preburner Pump End
Bearings. When the filter frequency is set at 3400 rad/sec with a frequency
interval of 100 rad/sec, coefficients of frequencies from 3000 to 3800 rad/sec
are plotted.	 The largest coefficients occured at 3800 rad/sec with little







When the filter frequency is set to 4300 rad/sec the coefficients at 4200
rad/sec (RMAG(4) have the greatest magnitude (Figure 8). Successive runs with
frequency intervals set to 50 and 25 rad/sec (Figures 9 and 10) limits the
unstable frequency possibilities to between 4162 and 4188 rad/sec. The effects
of displacement along the rotor axis can be seen by comparing Figures 10, 11,
and 12. It is possible to derive the relative mode shapes in this manner.
The frequency interval, em, and number of points required for a Fourier
interval are inversely related; a decrease in em requires a larger number of
points, N, and a greater sampling time, T, before acceptable data is available.
The time step between sampled points can be increased, to reduce the number of
points sampled and therefore the number of data points kept in an array.
However, a greater sampling time must still be used.
For example, in Figure 9 the number of points in the Fourier interval is
4117, and the frequency interval is 50 rad/sec. The data is good after .127
seconds.	 When the frequency interval is reduced to 25 rad/sec, the Fourier
interval is maintained at 4117 by taking every other displacement point from the
simulation, i.e. DT	 6.104x10-5 . It is clear from Figure 10 that the data is
acceptable after .25 seconds. Although we have actually increased the amount of
simulation time necessary to filter frequency to a resolution of 25 rad/sec, the
number of data points in our array is maintained to prevent twice the number of
calculations. We have taken up to every tenth simulation point with no obser-
''	 vable differences in graphs. This is not necessarily a limit; but because it
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The analysis of filter output is illustrated in Figures 13 and 14. These
plots are output from a test case where a simple sinusoidal function, F(t) = exp
(.005t)sin(.63t) + exp(-.002t)sin(.88t) was input to the filter. The peaks are
measured on the AK coefficient graphs and alpha computed using the same methods
as used for hybrid simulation displacements. The dominant growth rate with the
filter set at at .628 rad/sec is indeed .005. The growth rate can also be accu-
rately derived from the magnitude plots by using the relationship derived here.
Mago = Keato at to (first point in sampling period)
	 (37)
Mag = Ke Cato + At)]	 (38)
Mag









According to Figure 13 the output is not good until after 100 seconds.
Picking a peak after 100 seconds on Figure 14a we measure its peak to peak
amplitude (1) and that of another peak (2).
	 By choosing n= 1 in Equation 12,
Sec. 2.1, one can get many readings to eliminate possible error due to time step




a =	 ( 41)
412
4T _ (11	 )2(l1 	)
393
(Lengths are measured in .01 inch increments).. .63 is the filter frequency which









FIGURE 13 FOURIER FILTER INPUT
F(T) = e .00 T sin(.63T) + e_' 002T sin(.88T)
NN (no. of points in sampling period) = 100
DT = 1.0 sec
Filter Frequency = .63
Frequency Interval = 6.28 x 10-2
W-1-4
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TIME
Using Equation 29 and Figure Ab we get the same results by measuring from











Under this study we discovered some minor errors, none of which are
expected to cause significant changes in predicted bearing loads or responses,
although they do cause the stability boundary to shift upward. For this reason,
the sign of the GAMO terms should be corrected on the production version as soon
as possible. Although not as significant as the apparent sign error of GAMO,
the other errors discovered need to be changed to assure the accuracy of the
hybrid model and its agreement with the stability model. These include dropping
those terms in the equations of motion multiplied by the rotor rotational acce-
leration, declaring the Alford seal stiffness coefficient (KSA) real, and
including the relative displacement DPP when multiplying the deadband stiffness
coefficients.
We found that for reading whirl frequencies from the strip chart recorder,
an error of 1000 to 2000 RPM, at a strip chart recorder setting of 5 volts/line
is possible. However, using lower volts/line setting to enlarge recorder out-
put, meticulous reading of charts, and averaging several readings can be used to
minimize errors. With these techniques, errors of 240 to 400 RPM when recorder
is set to 2 volts/line are achievable.
There are some inconsistent hybrid simulation results that we were unable
to irrefutably attribute to any one source. The primary example being the SQ3
cases presented in Section 2.5. We were unable to determine why recordings of ±
PHIDY, In December were unsymmetrical, while those run in February react as
expected. There have been other instances where identical input did not produce
identical output. Our attempts to characterize these inconsistencies did not
t	 demonstrate anything conclusive, although there are indications that hardware














The Fourier Filter algorithm we have developed would be a valuable enhan-
cement to the simulation, allowing for real time frequency analysis. The filter
4
uses a recursive Fourier series algorithm to analyze displacement amplitudes at
different frequencies. Several frequencies could be evaluated with the results
F	 for each going to a different strip chart recorder channel for analysis.
.
1	 CONCLUSION
The primary concern of this study has been to define and quantify any prob-
1ems in the SSME hybrid turbopump simulation model. This has been done by a re-
view of the derivation of the system equations of motion and by a painstaking
comparison between a linearized stability model and the nonlinear hybrid model
where both have been set up with the same . data and conditions. We have made our
recommendations of corrections for the four errors we have discovered and we
feel these corrections will remove the remaining differences between the hybrid
and the stability models. The problems we have discovered do not invalidate the
results run irr the past but the corrections we have recommended should result in
closer agreement between the linear and hybrid, nonlinear models. From our com-
parisons between simulation results, we can say that, with all recommended
corrections made, the SSME hybrid turbopump simulation correctly models the
equations of motions, including the known whirl drivers and significant nonli-
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The need for better documentation became apparent when we began to study the
hybrid simulation code in depth. An outdated list of variables was expanded
(Appendix D), a list of comparable stability model variables compiled (Appendix
E), and a comparison list made (Appendix F). These lists are not meant to be
totally inclusive in themselves but provide brief descriptions of the important
variables and some minor ones.
Where there is a common variable at each of the seven interaction joints it
^s listed as ^AR(P-S3), where VAR represents the part of the variable in common.
For example, the variable listed DEL(P-S3)(Y,Z) includes DELPY, DELPZ, DELTY,
















Case accelerometer outputs A(1-7)
Accelerometer modal	 coefficient AC(1-1)
Balance
	
piston damping	 curvefit	 coefficients ACB(0,1,2)
Balance
	 piston	 spring	 curvefit	 coefficients AKB(0,1,2)
Bearing or bearing + carrier	 (dependent	 on AK(P,T)(Y,Z)





coefficients	 for	 AK(P,T)(Y,Z) AY,(P,T)(Y,Z)(0-4)
Bearing	 stiffness	 coefficients	 inside deadbands AK(P,T)DB(Y,Z)
Bearing	 stiffness	 coefficients	 outside deadbands AKP(P,T)(Y,Z)
Principal	 inertia	 about	 (X,Y,Z)	 axis	 for	 Jth AIR(1,2,3}(J)
rotor joint
Mass of Jth	 rotor joint AMR(J)
Type of pump for output only APUMP
Scale




of backup structure at bearings BK(P,T)(Y,Z)




film damper coefficient C(1,2,3)
Squeeze
	
film damper coefficient C(1,2,3)(P,T)
Bearing damping coefficients between deadbands C(P,T)(Y,Z)
Bearing damping coefficients 	 outside deadbands CP(P,T)(Y,Z)
Bearing damping coefficients 	 inside deadbands C(P,T)DB(Y,Z)
Multiplication matrix	 for deflections at Jth CAC(1-7)(J)
accelerometers
GP(P,T)












Output	 to channel	 I DA1(I)
Maximum value during data
	 sampliny	 for channel I	 DAIMAX(I)
Minimum value during data
	 sampling	 for	 channel I	 DAIMIN(I)
Average	 DA1MI^^ over data	 gathering	 interval OAIMNAVG(I)




	 selection	 of	 output
	
values DAC
Accelerometer position	 relative to joint	 J DAC(1-7)(J)
Derivative of DPP DDPP(P,T)(Y,Z)
Absolute magnitude of DEL DEL(P,T,A,S1,S2,S3}
Relative	 displacement	 from centerline	 between DEL(P-S3)(Y,Z)
rotor and case
DEL	 in	 X direction	 at	 balance pistons DELBX
Derivative of	 DEL DELD(P-S3)(Y,Z)
Derivative of	 DELBX DELDBX
Derivative of DELP DELDP(P,T)(Y,Z)
DEL bet^Neen	 inner and o^^'^r deadbands DELP(P,T)(Y,Z)
s
DEL with outer deadband
	 removed DPP(P,T)(Y,Z)
Maximum dimension considered to be zero DMIN
Determines	 PHIDDX for ramp runs
I
DSPEED





Program default	 DT DTZM15
Input	 length	 for	 calculating	 C(1,2,3)(P,T) EL(P,T)
D3

























Rotor forces except imbalances
Rotor axial force
Force used on line 734
Case mode normalized translation
Rotor mode normalized translation
Total forces applied to rotor
Maximum stiction level at S1
Bearing squeeze film forces
Pump imbalance forces





Logical variable indicating position of switch
to reverse spin speed derivative
Flag: if = 1, "stiffness constants for bearings
and their respective carriers are to be consid-








j	 HYBRID SIMULATIO?1 VARIABLES, con't
Description
__
Time elapsed while gathering data
1	 C3(P,T)**2
Pump and turbine max forces when cavitation is
I	 used
^	 Normalized case bending modal displacement
and derivatives
ETA,ETAD,ETADD of T - DT
!	 Not used
Simu'ation Variable
-., s- . dr.. .- :.,..., - - : ^ • .. "
J^^,
_ _	 _ _	 _^_I^
^T I
1




	 film damping	 flag ICAV
(0=none,l=cavit,2=non-cavil)
Name and dimensions of channel	 assignments ICARD(I,J)
Switch	 position	 for updating	 files ICARDS
Provision	 for modifying channel	 assignments ICHNNL(K)
I
Switch position	 to exit	 program IEXIT
Flag to	 indicate	 inclusion	 of	 bending modes IFLEX
Switch	 position	 for	 gathering output	 to IGATHER
line	 printer
.
Maximum number of passes before buffout IMAX
IMAX x 10 It4AX10
• Index for output to tape OAC channel IOUT(K)
Rotor connection	 indices IR(P-S3)
Logical	 variable	 indicating	 position	 of	 switch IREMOD
for	 run time	 input
Flag	 to	 signal	 Seal	 3	 inclusion IRS3
Switch number of	 ITAPE ISLTAP
Switch	 position for tape update ITAPE
Sideload	 flag	 (-1=zero,l=recalculated,0=unchanged) ISIDEL
Marder data word IWORD s
Joint	 locations	 for accelerometers JAC(1-7)
" Number of case joints JNTC
^;
^'
Number of	 rotor joints JNTR
Flag to
	
indicate update data case JREMOD
Stiffness	 coefficients K(B,A,S1,S2,S3)
Bearing	 stiffness	 coefficients	 bet •Neen deadbands K(P,T)(Y,Z) ^
Number of data mirus one to be output to tape KCHAN
Bearing	 stiffness .coefficients
	 outside deadbands KP(P,T)(Y,Z) ^
^' D 5
J._
^s ^^ i t^`^ ^^ ^ ^^/ fi..i - .^	 ^^I
No of passes
	




case;	 2	 HPFTP with	 PHIX>O; KPUMP
3 HPOTP with PHIX<O
Position	 of	 interaction	 joints
	 along	 rotor L(P,T,A,B,S1,S2,S3)
Position	 from center of mass along 	 rotor in LR(J)
x direction	 of joint	 J
Total	 mass of	 rotor M
Maximum no of	 int.	 steps	 while collecting data MAXGPASS
Number of case modes MODC
Number of rotor modes MODR
Max number of passes before buff-out occurs NMAX
Number of passes NPASS
Run number NUMRUN
Case mode natural	 frequency of Kth mode OHMC(K)
OHMC(K)**2 OH,4CSQ
Rotor mode natural 	 frequency OHMR
OHMR**2 OHMRSQ
Rigid	 rotor rotation PHI(X,Y,Z)
Case mode shape translations
	 (before assignments) PHIC
Case mode shape translations PHIC(P-S3)(Y,Z)
Case mode shape translations PHIC(P,T,B)X
Rigid	 rotor angular velocity PHID(X,Y,Z)
PHID of T - DT PHID(X,Y,Z)B
Rigid
	 rotor angular acceleration Pi4IDD(X,Y,Z)
PHIDD of T - DT PH1DD(X,Y,Z)B
Absolute value of PHIDX PHIL'XA
06
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HYBRID SIMULATION VARIABLES, con't
Description	 Simulation Variable
PHIOX**2 PHIDXSQ
Rotor mode shapes before assignments PHIR
Rotor mode shapes PHIR(P-S3)
,c /2 PI2
Squeeze	 film damping coefficients PSF(P,T)
Rigid	 rotor modal	 rotation PSI(X,Y,Z)
Local	 rigid	 case modal	 rotation PSIC(A,B)X
Cross	 coupling coefficients Q(A,SA,S1,S2,S3)
Alford	 force cross-coupling curve	 fit	 coefficients QA(0-4)
X axis	 location	 of	 Jth	 joint R(J)
Squeeze film damper parameter R(P,T)
FS1/FSIMAX RS7
Seal	 damping curvefit	 coefficients SC(A,1,2,3)(0,1,2)
Scale of Kth	 recorder channel SCALE(K)
Full	 scale of	 Kth	 recorder channel SFI(K)
Seal	 spring curvefit	 coefficients SK(A,1,2,3)(0,1,2)
Sideload	 coefficients	 for straight	 line SL(Y,Z)
7 segment curve fit at balance pistons
SL at	 seals SL(A,S1,S2,S3)(Y,Z)
Sideload	 force	 factors	 (dependent	 on	 ISIDEL) SLK
at	 balance pistons
SLK at	 seals
Sideload	 forces at	 balance piston SL(Y,Z)O
SLO at	 seals SL(A,S1,S2,S3)(Y,Z)O
Switch	 number for runtime input SLRMOD
Intermediate coefficients 	 in	 computation SL(Y,Z)T
of sideload	 forces SL(A,S1,S2,S3)(Y,Z)T
07
HYBRID SIMULATION VARIABLES, con't
Description Simulation Variable
Rotor	 speed time	 line	 factor SPEED(K)
Seal	 cross-coupling	 curvefit	 coefficients SQ(A,1,2,3)(0,1,2)
SIN(PHIX) SX
Sum of torques acting on	 rotor TAUM




Direction	 of	 sideload	 forces THSL
Direction	 of	 sideload	 forces THSL(A,S1,S2,S3)
Sideload phase angle THSLOS
Rotor	 speed time	 line	 factor TIME(K)
Rotor	 speed at	 Kth mode TPHIDX(K)
Tic mark	 spacing TPULSE
2*DT;	 increment	 for speed	 reversal	 (IBACK) T'WODT
Damping coefficient of case mode K TWOZETC(K)
Damping coefficient	 of	 rotor mode TWOZETR
(GP(P,T)	 -	 G(P,T))/DEL(P,T) U(P,T)
Fluid
	
viscosity	 for squeeze	 film damping UM(P,T)
coefficients
Rotor	 imbalance moments UM(P,T,B,A,1,2,3)(Y,Z)
(DEL(P,T)	 -	 GP(P,T))/DEL(P,T) UP(P,T)
Whirl
	
orbital	 angular	 velocities VW(T,P)
Rotor	 center of mass	 X displacement	 and derivativesX,XD,XDD
XD,XDD of T-DT XDB,XDDB
Nominal	 units/line on	 recorder XF1













Description	 Stability Model	 Variable
Balance	 piston damping curvefit	 coefficients ACB
Curvefit	 coefficients	 for	 bearing/turbine	 force	 curve AK
Balance	 piston	 stiffness	 curvefit	 coefficients AKB




Scale	 factor	 for Alford cross-coupling coefficient BETA
Pump bearing damping C1





Array of damping matrices at	 7 joints CS
F.	 Rotor	 modal	 mass	 integrals GAO,GA1
Modal	 mass	 integral	 constants I1,I2
Stiffness	 of backup structure at 	 bearings KBUP,KBUT
Modal	 stiffness	 matrix KMAT
Array of	 stiffness matrices	 at	 7 joints KS
F	 Bearing	 stiffness KTDB
Rigid	 rotor angular	 velocity OM
Case mode natural	 frequencies OMC
Rotor mode natural	 frequency OMR
Mode shapes PHI
Alford	 force cross-coupling curve	 fit	 coeff. QUALF















Seal damping curvefit coefficients
i
Seal stiffness curvefit coefficients
Sign(OM)
Seal cross-coupling curvefit coefficients
i Damping coefficient of case modes
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